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Tipperary Town CTCHC Project Step 2 Landuse survey
Research on Military Buildings by Brendan Wright
Introduction
The aim of this report was to research a number of aspects of importance regarding the
material and social fabric of Tipperary town. The main area of interest was the military
history behind Tipperary town and the remnants of this period of Irish history that still
survive today. It is intended that the compilation of maps, plans and photographs will inform
the land-use survey map for Tipperary town.
The research was divided into the following aims:
-

Examine military archives in Ireland and the UK as they relate to Tipperary town.
Record time series of maps available online from the British Army Archives.
Catalogue maps and drawings that relate to former military buildings in Tipperary
town.
To investigate rumoured military tunnels that were stated through local lore to run
beneath Tipperary town and to locate any reference to military practice trenches.

Limitations
Due to the current Covid-19 pandemic, The British Archives in Kew are unable to process
scanning requests. Tipperary featured in a number of strong results (reference numbers to
follow). However, the collection WO-78 which features Irish material has not been digitised,
and due to current circumstances, there is no date for resumption of services. According to
British Archives staff, the digitising of international maps (containing Ireland) was
uncommon. There is little information aside from the title on what is contained inside each
reference number. Nevertheless, below are the relevant archive references held by the British
Archives in Kew, England.
War Office Plans: WO 78/3555
Skeleton Plans: WO 78/3151
Barrack Ground Plans: WO 78/2831
Building Section Plans: WO 78/2921
Queens Approval of Plans: WO 78/2756
(https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/)

All research presented throughout this report features information and sources from many
online databases and Irish archives. Much of the information was readily accessible through
notable databases such as National Library of Ireland, National Photographic Archive, Irish
Military Archive and more. Each chapter will feature steps on how to access the material.
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A Brief History of Tipperary Military Barracks
Tipperary Military Barracks were designed in 1872-4 and constructed from 1874-8, at a cost
of £25,000 (which is just under £3 Million today). The complex was one of the most ornate in
Ireland and featured many architectural features and designs not common for a military
barracks at this time, such as a miniature rifle range, French windows to allow more light in,
high ceilings and amenities for the soldiers. The extensive complex, which was just under 18
acres in size, became integral to British military operations at the beginning of World War I.
Tipperary barracks was used to house and train new soldiers who were destined for military
deployment in France. The number of soldiers at this time is stated as being 4000, which
subsequently rose as high as 10,000.
As ‘The Great War came to an end in 1918, Ireland was changing radically. Two years
previously, the 1916 Rising occurred, and in 1919 the War of Independence sparked a vicious
two-year battle with the British forces across the country. Irish Free State forces attacked
many country house estates and other establishments which were in control of Anglo-Irish
and British individuals. These structures were viewed as an emblem of British occupation by
the Free State groups. The Irish methods of ambush became synonymous with the infamous
guerrilla war ‘hit and run tactics. The status of Tipperary Barracks quickly changed during
this period, as the Barracks which once trained young recruits for life in the trenches was then
the hub from where local rebels were tracked down from. Subsequently, several rebels were
executed within the barrack walls, such as Captain James Hickey and Lieutenant William
O Brien.
The signing of the Anglo-Irish Treaty resulted in the Civil War (1921-2), which caused havoc
and destruction across Ireland. In February of 1922, the British Military vacated the complex,
which was once integral to their war efforts, in Ireland and abroad. Almost immediately, the
barracks were once again re-occupied by anti-treaty ‘irregular forces (I.R.A). It was evident
for the irregular forces that they would be unable to hold their position within the barracks if
there was a free-state assault. On 16 July 1922, the billet (soldiers accommodation) was
attacked and burned, which resulted in the irregular forces evacuating their position within
the barracks. The hospital remained untouched, whilst each of the major buildings that made
up the enormous complex were eventually destroyed.
Today, a number of architectural features survive, such as a water tower, an archway,
surrounding walls and other structures that will be presented later in this report. In Tom
O Donoghue s book, The Arravale Rovers Story, the author mentions how in May 1955,
initial discussions took place between Arravale Rovers GAA club and Tipperary Council
around the possibility of repurposing the barren site as a playing field and park. The
discussions were an enquiry into the possibility of repurposing the barren site as a playing
field and park. In July 1955, the council unanimously agreed and granted the club the site for
their park, with an estimate that it would cost £6000 to clear the site of the ruinous structures
(today this would be just over 180,000). Currently, the site is Sean Treacy Park, named after
the Tipperary born volunteer who fought and died in Dublin in 1920.
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This newspaper article featured in The
Nationalist on 26 July 1922. There was not
much coverage of the attack on Tipperary
Barracks locally, as during this time,
Tipperary town did not have its own
newspaper. It is worth noting that four days
earlier, on July 22nd, The Nationalist
reported that all was quiet in Tipperary after
the closing of a railway bridge over the river
Suir between Bansha and Cahir.
As can be seen in the top headline, the
barracks at Tramore and Fiddown were also
burned around the same time as Tipperary.
The article simply states that the soldier s
quarters, police barracks and the late Drill
Instructor s house have been burned with an
estimated damage of many thousands of
pounds.
For further information and images relating
to the fires and the aftermath, see
appendices.

(The Nationalist 26/7/1922 – Tipperary Studies)

It is worth noting that the immense works that have previously been undertaken regarding
Tipperary Barracks and the military history of the town are primarily from local historian Dr.
Denis Marnane and military historian Stephen O Shea. The extensive works which have been
decades of collection, documentation and representation have shed new light on the military
era of Tipperary town and both have played a crucial role for how the site is currently
mediated and interpreted today. In 2018, Marnane published The 3rd Brigade: A History of
Volunteers / IRA in south Tipperary, 1913-1921. Similarly, away from his own publications,
O Shea runs the successful Facebook page ‘Tipperary Military Barracks 1874-1922 .
Boasting an impressive collection of the town s history is the Excel Centre, which features
exhibitions, informative displays, genealogy services, shows, walking tours and more. This
heritage-based amenity is just one aspect the awareness being created by those in Tipperary
town.
To add an invaluable local perspective, military historian Stephen O Shea provided the
following piece for this report:
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Tipperar Militar Barracks b Stephen O Shea
The story of Tipperary Military Barracks had for many decades been a dark and generally
undocumented complex subject. For some sections of our community it was a brutal reminder
of British Imperialism, occupation and oppression. For others, it was a reminder of family
members who served and died in British uniform from 1914 – 1918, of service and sacrifice
that could not openly be acknowledged or celebrated by these families, for obvious political
and historical reasons.
As a consequence of this, up to and beyond the Good Friday agreement of 1998, the barracks
and what it had represented in the past was still a taboo subject locally, best forgotten and
definitely not something to be highlighted or recorded. With little or no factual consolidation
of information over the decades, not much was known locally or further afield about the
barracks, even for the period of the Great War of 1914-18, when many young and not so
young men from the locality enlisted in the 49th Brigade 16th Irish Division, at Tipperary to
serve and fight on the battlefields of the Western Front. Local men like James Walsh, a 37
year old father of six children from Carronredy Tipperary town, a Private in the 7th Bn Royal
Irish Fusiliers, who was subsequently killed in action on 21st May 1916, and William
Francis Barry, 22 years old from Cappawhite, a Private in the 8th Bn Royal Inniskilling
Fusiliers, who was killed in action on the 1 May 1916.
Not much was known about the daily life and routine of the many regiments who were deployed
to Tipperary and were quartered in the barracks from the time it was built through to the British
Military handover and withdrawal in February 1922, as part of the Anglo-Irish Treaty of
December 1921.
Although there was numerous references to the barracks in the many published books and
articles documenting the activities of the 3rd Tipperary Brigade IRA during the fight for Irish
Freedom 1919 – 21, there was nothing of any great significance relating to the barracks in
these publications.
As a matter of record a lot of work has been done locally over the years by a small number of
interested individuals, to highlight the story of the Tipperary Military Barracks to those
interested in Tipperary towns local military history.
Published Books and Articles
1985. Tipperary town historian Dr. Denis G. Marnane, author of many historical publications,
had in his book Land and Violence: a History of West Tipperary from 1660, published in
1985, detailed much of the social and economic aspects of Tipperary and its surrounding
areas, with many references to the military establishment for times long before the building
of the permanent barracks in the town, and afterwards.
1988, Lieut. Col. W.G. Bergin (Retd) published a number of articles on British Military
Barracks in Ireland in the Defence Forces magazine An Cosantoir. These included Clonmel,
Cahir and Tipperary Town. These were brief but informative accounts of these garrisons.
1998, a book entitled A Short History of Tipperary Military Barracks 1874 – 1922 was
compiled and published by Walter S. O Shea, which for the first time gave a more detailed
account of the history of this once magnificent architectural limestone structure, and to some
4

extent (through the accounts written in regimental histories) what went on behind those
massive walls during that most troubled of times 1919-21.
(Note: An archive of other material documents and photographs maps and plans relating to
the barracks are also available locally)
2014, 2015 and 2017, “It s a Long Way to Tipperary”, a Military Barracks, a Song, and a
World War., a four-part series of articles published by historian Dr. Denis G. Marnane in
Tipperary Historical Journal.

Sources & References
Some of the previously published sources relating to the history of Tipperary Military
Barracks which should be available in the Local Studies section of Tipperary Town Library
and County Library Thurles, include:

1. Tipperary Military Barracks, an article by Lieut. Col. W.G. Bergin (Retd)
published in Defence Forces magazine An Cosantoir, 1988.

2. Orange Green and Khaki - The story of the Irish Regiments in the Great War,
1914-18, by Tom Johnstone. Published by Gill & MacMillan, 1991.

3. A Short History of Tipperary Military Barracks 1874 – 1922, published by
Walter S. O Shea, Phoenix Publishing, 1998.

4. ‘It s a Long Way to Tipperary - a Military Barracks, a Song, and a World War , a
four part series of articles published by Dr. Denis G. Marnane in Tipperary Historical
Journal. Part 1 & 2 in the 2014 issue; Part 3 in the 2015 issue, and Part 4 in 2017
issue.

Other Local References:
Tipperar 1912 1923 War & Revolution a Military Exhibition located at the Tipperary
Excel Arts and Heritage Centre. The Exhibition is a collaboration between Walter S. O Shea
and Tipperary Excel Arts and Heritage Centre and tells the story of Tipperary s military
history, including a section on Tipperary Military Barracks.
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Online References:
Tipperary Military Barracks on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/tipperarymilitarybarracks/
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Maps
Irish mapping is problematic at a town level pre-19th century as most cartographic surveys of
Ireland before the Ordnance Survey were broken down to baronies and not townlands.
Nevertheless, below is a timeline of Irish maps featuring Tipperary town at their closest view.

1656-8: Down Survey of Ireland - View of Clanwilliam Barony
(http://downsurvey.tcd.ie/down-survey-maps.php#bm=Clanwilliam&c=Tipperary).
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1776: Hibernian Atlas – View of Clanwilliam Barony (http://www.askaboutireland.ie/aaifiles/assets/ebooks/297%20Hibernian%20Atlas/297%20A%20Hibernian%20Atlas.pdf).

1837: Lewis Topographical Dictionary – View of Clanwilliam Barony
(http://www.askaboutireland.ie/reading-room/digital-book-collection/digital-books-bysubject/geography-of-ireland/lewis-a-topographical-dic/).
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1847-64: Griffiths Valuation – Tipperary Town
((http://griffiths.askaboutireland.ie/gv4/single_layer/i8.php?lat=&longt=&dum=0&sheet=59,67&my
session=2721572733118&info=&place=&county=TIPPERARY,%20SOUTH%20RIDING&placename=NE
LSON%20STREET&parish=TIPPERARY&country=Ireland&union=&barony=CLANWILLIAM )

1840s: OSI Historic 6-Inch Colour – Tipperary Town (http://map.geohive.ie/mapviewer.html#)
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1890s-1915: OSI Historic 25-Inch – Tipperary Town (http://map.geohive.ie/mapviewer.html#).

1890s-1915: OSI Historic 25-Inch – Close up of Tipperary Barracks
(http://map.geohive.ie/mapviewer.html#)
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1901: Memorial Atlas of Ireland – Tipperary Town
(http://archives.library.nuigalway.ie/memorial/memorial-atlas.html).

1940s: 6-Inch Cassini – Tipperary Town (http://map.geohive.ie/mapviewer.html#).
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1940s: 6-Inch Cassini – Close up of Tipperary Barracks
(http://map.geohive.ie/mapviewer.html#).

1940: Bartholomew Quarter-Inch – Tipperary Town
(https://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/#zoom=13&lat=52.47896&lon=-8.15105&layers=13&b=10)
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1941-3: GSGS 1-Inch – Tipperary Town
(https://maps.nls.uk/geo/explore/#zoom=14&lat=52.47554&lon=-8.15277&layers=14&b=10)
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Photographs
The National Library of Ireland holds a number of striking high-quality photographs taken of
the barracks in the late 19th century. There are also images of other buildings in Tipperary
town that are deemed of architectural significance, such as the railway station and the
courthouse. By clicking on the link below and typing in the reference number that
accompanies each image, the site will present that image and related images also.
(http://catalogue.nli.ie/Search/Results?lookfor=Tipperary+Military&type=AllFields&filter%
5B%5D=format%3A%22Photo%22&view=list)

L_ROY_02585 – Robert French Photographer (1841-1917) Tipperary Barracks

L_CAB_07641– Robert French Photographer (1841-1917) Tipperary Barracks
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L_CAB_07640– Robert French Photographer (1841-1917) Tipperary Barracks

ODEA 33/86 – James P. O Dea (1910-92) Tipperary Train Station
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ODEA 6/3 - James P. O Dea (1910-92) Tipperary Train Station

L_CAB_05163 - Robert French Photographer (1841-1917) Tipperary Courthouse
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NPA MOR2316 – Alexander Campbell Morgan (1919-58) Part of Morgan Aerial Photographic
Collection – 1956 – Workhouse and Military Barracks

This photograph, taken in 1956 is the most unique out of the collection held by the National
Library of Ireland. This is the only accessible photograph where one can see the entire
military barracks site in a state of disrepair. After being attacked in 1922, this is all that
remained for the following decades. As was seen on the 6-Inch Cassini map (1940s), the
major structures surrounding the compound remained relatively intact, whereas the soldier s
quarters did not. The disturbed ground featured in the top left of the image is where the
soldier s quarters once were. In the foreground is Tipperary Workhouse which also had a
long affiliation with the military activities of the town. According to local historians, the
workhouse was used as temporary accommodation for soldiers, and during repairs, many
military items typical of the turn of the century were found. Items recovered included
handwritten notes, tobacco tins, cigarette boxes and bootlaces.
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Tipperary Barracks (https://www.tipperarytown.ie/find-a-business/military-barracks/)

The Barrack Square, Tipperary (https://www.historicalpicturearchive.com/shop/pictures/thebarrack-square-tipperary-barracks-co-tipperary-tp-00346/)
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Military Structures of Architectural Significance
The National Inventory of Architectural Heritage have listed buildings in Tipperary with a
military association on their site ‘Buildings of Ireland . Sadly, the presented structures are
some of the last remaining emblems of the major barracks that they once surrounded for half
a century. As discussed, during the civil war in 1922, the barracks were attacked by Free
State forces who burned the majority of the barracks. However, they did not attack the
hospital, which is still in use today as a medical centre. The remains of the barracks went
relatively untouched in the decades that followed. The site still retained its character until the
site was eventually cleared and repurposed as the Sean Treacy Park GAA field. The NIAH
have completed full architectural descriptions and appraisals of each structure, which can be
found by using the accompanying reference number on the website.
(https://www.buildingsofireland.ie/)

22108106: Barrack Walls, built c.1875 (https://www.buildingsofireland.ie/buildingssearch/building/22108106/station-road-collegeland-tipperary-tipperary-south)
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22108107: Tipperary Workhouse, built c.1841 (https://www.buildingsofireland.ie/buildingssearch/building/22108107/station-road-garryskillane-tipperary-tipperary-south)

22018108: Military Barrack Hospital, built c.1890
(https://www.buildingsofireland.ie/buildings-search/building/22108108/saint-vincents-healthcentre-station-road-collegeland-tipperary-tipperary-south)
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22108111: Officers Houses, built c.1900 (https://www.buildingsofireland.ie/buildingssearch/building/22108111/station-road-collegeland-tipperary-tipperary-south)
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22018105: Water tower, built c.1880 (https://www.buildingsofireland.ie/buildingssearch/building/22108105/station-road-collegeland-tipperary-tipperary-south)
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Architectural Plans of Military Barracks
Extensive additions were added to the complex on a regular basis from the 1870s up to the
beginning of the First World War in 1914. Many of the plans feature sections of what
buildings such as offices and accommodation would have been like. Additionally, the full
complex plans present a more detailed view which proves just how extensive the construction
was and how crucial the military barracks and operations of Tipperary town were to the
British Army. The plans attached below are openly accessible through the Irish Defence
Forces military archive online and at Cathal Brugha Barracks, Rathmines. The plans below
are titled as they appear on the archival records and are presented from earliest to latest.
Similar to the NLI online catalogue, by following the link below, once can enter ‘Tipperary
Barracks into the search bar. To go directly to one particular plan, insert the reference
number that accompanies the image.
(http://mpdsearch.militaryarchives.ie/)

AD119274-009: Manned Quarters for Class A, B, C (1870).
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AD119273-006: Block Plan (1873).

AD119274-006: Soldiers Barracks (1876)
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AD119274-007: Soldiers Barracks (1876)

AD119274-008: Canteen and Reading Rooms (1876)
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AD119275-001: Canteen, Sergeants Mess and Recreation Rooms (1876)

AD119275-002: Magazine and Officers Stables (1876)
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AD119275-003: Infant School, Infection Ward and Soft Water Tank (1876)

AD119275-004: Provost Establishment (1876)
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AD119275-005: Chapel School (1876)

AD119275-006: Fives Court, Skittle Alley and Latrines (1876)
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AD119273-004: Full Plan of Tipperary Barracks (1900)

AD119273-010: Proposed improvements (1910)
29

AD119274-001: Proposed improvements (1910)
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AD119274-002: Proposed improvements (1911)
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AD119273-009: Proposed improvements (1911)

AD119273-005: First floor plan (1914)
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AD119273-007: Ground plan (with handover plate to Irish Free State in 1926) (1914)

AD134210-004: Ground plan of the Barracks (1914)
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Military Tunnels and Practice Trenches
No written evidence related to either tunnels or practice trenches was found in any archive or
database relating to either of the tunnels or practice trenches. There are many theories around
the tunnels rumoured to run beneath Tipperary town. One local theory is that the tunnel
begins in the basement of the train station and one tunnel goes to the military barracks and a
second tunnel leads to the courthouse on St. Michael Street. Another theory proposes that the
tunnels were running towards the old gaol, for the purposes of transporting prisoners.
As previously explained, not one single piece of evidence held any reference towards the
possibility of a tunnel. A Zoom meeting dated Tuesday September 1st, 2020 granted local
historians and members of the CTCHC Heritage Group / Taskforce Sub-Group a voice on the
matter. The research of Sylvia Greene in 2017 for the Tipperary Town Forum presented
discussions with a previous Irish Rail engineer, who replied that there was definitely no
tunnel system in that location and if there was an underground feature, it would be more
likely to assume they are storm drains. Borehole samples were taken in very close proximity
to both the military barracks and railway a decade ago for the purposes of development by the
Irish Geological Survey. The geological report stated nothing was out of the ordinary and in
no way suggested any subterranean anomalies lay below. This opinion is shared by local
historian Dr. Denis Marnane, who also states that there is no possibility of a tunnel system in
the town.
It is worth noting that many military barracks around Ireland feature tunnels that were
subsequently rediscovered decades after usage. Collins Barracks in Dublin hosts tunnels
which run beneath Arbour Hill Road. An old network of tunnels around the perimeter of the
military base were recently discovered on Spike Island and the architectural gem known as
Casino Marino in Dublin discovered their tunnel network was far more extensive than was
first thought. The difference between these locations and Tipperary barracks is that Tipperary
is the only one to be destroyed and hold no remaining major buildings. For Tipperary town
however, the matter of tunnels may be destined to continue as local lore for the near future as
the evidence to date on the topic remains inconclusive.
Members of Tipperary Town Heritage Group discovered what was described to be ‘practice
trenches at the Glen, Tipperary. These narrow, short trenches are in good condition but very
overgrown after being left abandoned for the majority of the 20th century. WWI practice
trenches would have consisted of many tonnes of soil and would have been strengthened with
timber. There are surviving examples of practice trenches across England, which resemble a
miniature landscape of rolling meadows. The discovery at the Glen seems to resemble a
bunker (this is how local residents refer to the site), and the large firing range that belonged to
the Barracks is documented to have existed solely at Ballyglass (which is in close proximity
to the Glen). The structure, as it is currently, possesses elements that are reminiscent of the
intact firing range at the Curragh, Co. Kildare, with its relatively simple pulley system intact,
and a deep channel below and raised ground above. It also hints towards the possibility of a
type of trench, which possesses a split level, with one side raised slightly higher than its
opposite side.
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(https://www.ouririshheritage.org/content/archive/place/knowyour5k/knowyour5klocations/heritage-in-the-curragh-co-kildare)
The Curragh firing range (above) with the pulley system which would have been typical of a
firing range at the time Tipperary Barracks was at its height. The pulley mechanism was used
beneath ground level in the passage to rise and lower the targets for practising soldiers. Firing
ranges similar to this have been commonly used throughout Ireland by groups such as an
Fórsa Cosanta Áitúil (FCA). The image below is taken from beneath where the pulley system
would have been located, looking from one end of the passage to the opposite side.
According to Paul Merrigan, 3rd Tipperary Brigade, the Ballyglass firing range was attacked
in 1919 and the mechanical system was destroyed with gelignite. He further remarked that
the firing range was never again used by the British soldiers.
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(Images by Stephanie Staunton / Tipperary Town Heritage Group CLG)
The above image was captured once the stairs were descended and the photographer was in
the passage below ground level. There is a solid brick wall to the left and the structure on the
right may have been used for purposes such as a munitions store etc. It is worth noting that
Ballyglass has been referenced to hold the firing range of Tipperary Barracks and no further
documents reference any other practice facility or structure at this address. By interpreting the
site as a firing range, this image would seem to represent the passage beneath where the
pulley system is located at the Curragh firing range. With regard to practice trenches, the high
banked soil would have needed to be dug, strengthened and maintained. Furthermore, trench
warfare at a site of this scale would be difficult to comprehend, which was to teach 4,000 to
10,000 soldiers who resided at Tipperary Barracks during the outbreak of the First World
War.
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Local military historian Stephen O Shea concurs with the statement that the site was in fact a
firing range used by British soldiers during the outbreak of the first World War. During
research for his publication on the Tipperary Military Barracks, O Shea found that each of
the two ranges had a capacity for 32 targets (64 total). The style was typical of firing ranges
during this time, as was previously seen at The Curragh. The site was mentioned to have been
taken over by the OPW after the Irish Civil War, which followed by the Department of
Defence (DOD), The National Army and the site was then subsequently in use by both the
Defence Forces and the FCA up to c.1965.

(Images by Stephanie Staunton / Tipperary Town Heritage Group CLG)
The first image is a view of the structure looking towards the entrance to the ‘bunker . The
second photograph shows the empty space that can be found once inside. It is not definitively
known what the structure was used for during its time in use. However, it would be assumed
that it was used primarily for storage by the British soldiers of Tipperary Barracks, as there
are no features to suggest otherwise. The site is known locally as ‘the Bunker and during the
photographing of the site, many spent rounds typical of British issue WWI rounds were
discovered (.303 Lee Enfield Rounds).
37

(Images by Stephanie Staunton / Tipperary Town Heritage Group CLG)

As the site is covered with vegetation, it is unsafe for widespread exploration until the site is
completely cleared. That being said, it was made evident by the photographer (Stephanie
Staunton) that there are numerous features and other architectural elements underneath the
vegetation which are blocked from view in the images. Once the site is cleared and any items
of interest are recovered, there will be much more information to interpret, which will
hopefully explain the site s usage.
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It s a Long Wa to Tipperar
One of the most recognisable songs from the First World War is the major international
success ‘It s a Long Way to Tipperary . The song s origins have been continually disputed
since the early 20th century. However, it is most often attributed to English fishmonger
turned composer Jack Judge (1872-1938). Judge wrote the song two years prior to the
outbreak of WWI in 1912. The song tells the story of a British soldier who is dearly missing
his sweetheart in Tipperary. It was adopted by numerous regiments of the British Army,
which were predominately Irish, such as the 7th Battalion of the Connaught Rangers
Regiment. Regardless of its origins, the success of the song cannot be questioned. It sold six
million copies at its peak and there was even reports that German soldiers sang their own
translation of the song.

Today, all over the world, people with no specialist knowledge or connection with Ireland
will know of ‘Tipperary from the famous song. It has since been popularised through many
creative arts media such as film, theatre and animation. The song featured in the famous
WWI play and film ‘Oh! What a Lovely War (1969). Additionally, the cult German WWII
thriller ‘Das Boot (1981) dedicated an entire scene to the soldiers singing the song
rhythmically in their axis U-boat. To this day, the recognisable tune remains a synonymous
link to the Irish soldiers of the World War I and continues to put Tipperary on the map for
people all over the world.
Sadly, many never made it home to Tipperary. In St. Michael s church, there is a stainedglass window dedicated to Major John Carlon Markes, who was killed on 19 July 1916
during the Battle of the Somme. Markes wife Philomena (née Ryan) was a niece of St.
Michael s parish priest, Canon Arthur Ryan who served from 1903-22. Similarly, Captain
Robert William Popham Bell died aged 36, also during the Battle of the Somme on 5 July
1916. A stained-glass window is dedicated to Bell at St. Mary s church, where his father,
Robert Popham Bell, acted as Reverend. Captain Bell was never recovered and aside from the
St. Mary s memorial, he features as one of the 73, 412 names on the Thiepval memorial ‘The
Missing of the Somme . It is important to note that also included alongside Captain Bell on
the stained-glass memorial is his father Reverend Robert Bell who passed away on 21
December 1916 and Captain Bell s brother-in-law, Lieutenant Colonel William Lyle, who
was killed at La Boiselle on 1 July 1916. The adjoining graveyard at St. Mary s Church
features a number of World War I graves, which mark more men who lost their lives during
the war.
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Timeline of the site
1840s – A minor Infantry Barracks is recorded on the OSI 6-Inch Map
1840s – Tipperary Workhouse Constructed
1840s – Railway Buildings Constructed
1840s – Tipperary Courthouse Constructed
1872-4 – Tipperary Barracks Designed
1874-8 – Tipperary Barracks Constructed (on the site of previous infantry barracks)
1875 – Barrack Perimeter Walls Constructed (Existing)
1880 – Water Tower Constructed (Existing)
1890 – Barrack Hospital Constructed (Existing)
1900 – Officers Houses Constructed (Existing)
1912 – ‘It s a Long Way to Tipperary is written and becomes a major success
1914 – Outbreak of WW1 (4,000 to 10,000 troops reportedly resided at this time)
1919 – Barracks become the base of operations to track down local rebels
1919 - Numerous rebels executed within barrack walls
1922 – British Military Vacate the site in February after continuous usage since 1870s
1922 – Tipperary Barracks are re-occupied by irregular forces soon after
1922 – 16th of July, Free State forces attack and burn the barracks and I.R.A evacuate
1926 – Handover plate appears on architectural plans from the British to the Free State
1955 – First talks occur on May 24 with council to repurpose the site for GAA park
1955 – In July, Tipperary Council grants site to the Arravale Rovers GAA club
1962 – Sean Treacy Park is officially opened and still remains home of the Arravale Rovers
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Conclusions
The importance of the military history and Tipperary Military Barracks to the cultural fabric
of Tipperary town and to its inhabitants cannot be overstated. There are emblems of British
occupation and British military history throughout the town and local oral history recalls
stories and events that were once normal aspects of daily life for decades. The attempts to
protect and create awareness in Tipperary town by the local inhabitants is proof of a deeply
felt sense of place and an even greater pride of place.
Unfortunately, much of the material listed online in the British Archives has not yet been
digitised. The description of documents implied that a large percentage of their documents
were non-visual pieces, which had merely referenced Tipperary in some form. It is uncertain
what would have been found using the British Military Maps as they are famed for being very
extensive. It is a shame that they were not available for scanning due to COVID-19
restrictions. However, it is an avenue of research on Tipperary town that warrants further
exploration in the future.

British military plans for Tipperary Barracks:
War Office Plans: WO 78/3555
Skeleton Plans: WO 78/3151
Barrack Ground Plans: WO 78/2831
Building Section Plans: WO 78/2921
Queens Approval of Plans: WO 78/2756

To access these plans, click the link below and search any words, placenames, family names
that are of interest. Then, you can tailor your search result to provide results within a certain
age bracket, location, etc. By taking note of the reference number, you will not be required to
navigate the database each time you enter, you can simply type the reference number into the
search bar and you will be redirected straight to the original result.
(https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/)
The available material, from mostly Irish sources and databases, provided a wealth of
information from all aspects of research and showed how extensive the military barracks in
Tipperary once were, as well as the scale of military operation and influence over the
development of the town. Each sub-topic of the research was catered for through databases
such as the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage, Irish Defence Forces Military
Database, Ordnance Survey of Ireland, UCD, Trinity College, National Library of Scotland,
David Rumsey Map Collection and the Irish Geological Survey. It is worth noting that all
visual pieces presented throughout this report are accessible and available to all by following
each of the accompanying links and reference number. However, to reproduce the images and
plans in a publication or online will require further approval from the group in control of the
image/plan.
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Recommendations
There is much more to discover about the valuable heritage of Tipperary town. This report
merely scratches the surface of possibilities that could arise as a result. Each aspect of
Tipperary town and its heritage in this report has means to be represented in a new light to the
public, which will heighten the already strong sense of place, whilst also creating awareness
for Tipperary town and the intricacies of what once was considered daily life. The following
points are relevant to inform the landuse survey for the site in Tipperary town. Below are
recommendations based on the research conducted for this report.
1. An in-depth statement of significance to highlight the life of Tipperary Military
Barracks and its eventual demise. This would present the reader with all of the
minor and major details that existed at the site, which are not immediately evident
through maps and architectural plans.
2. To create a scale-model of Tipperary Barracks, which would present each of the
major and minor structures on the c.18-acre site. There are a number of
opportunities which could be explored, such as a wooden recreation of the site and
/ or a digital 3D model. This would be useful to see the barracks in a new light,
using current technology, while also making what is now intangible, tangible.
Given the current situation regarding COVID-19 restrictions and safety, it would
be a very beneficial project for the people of Tipperary to undertake. This can be
done in conjunction with local schools, institutes and other relevant bodies.
3. A booklet / publication would be a useful way to gather all of the information that
exists in databases, archives and through local collections, which would in turn,
tell the story of Tipperary Military Barracks and the military history of the town.
It would be accessible to all and would have an emphasis on the people who
reside in Tipperary town today. It would feature the wealth of place-based
knowledge, which has been retained by many locals and it would subsequently
provide a valuable narrative for the town and its components.
4. It is further recommended that a local heritage project(s) be created to explore the
rich human stories associated with the military heritage and military buildings in
Tipperary Town. This would include the collection and recording of oral folklore.
This local heritage project would include research into the soldiers who married
local women, and family names associated with the military heritage and their role
in Tipperary society, etc. Other related human stories could be explored, including
military-related entertainment and leisure activities.

5. A further recommendation would be to incorporate the unique story of the
Military Barracks and the associated rich human stories into a medium that is
accessible, engaging and educational to all ages. A short, animated film to bring
the story to life – from early beginnings to the final days and destruction of the
barracks - would grant those outside historical circles in the town an informative
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and exciting glimpse into the importance of the historic site and the large-scale
operations that were planned and occurred there, along with the implications for
Ireland and the rest of the world. The inclusion of animation would be a valuable
way of accurately presenting some of the historical and heritage aspects of
Tipperary town in a participative and engaging manner.
6. One fantastic way to highlight the existing remnants of Tipperary s military past
would be to create a cultural heritage project with aims to clean and repair the site,
known as ‘the Bunker . In its current condition, the site is unsafe for the general
public to inspect. However, if a team were to tidy the site and reveal the structures
beneath the layers of vegetation, it would add a heightened sense of importance to
the already impressive military associations within the town. There would be
evidence at such an important site that may lead to the rumoured practice trenches
used by the soldiers in preparation for deployment.

7. A lesser-known emblem of Tipperary s sporting heritage is the game ‘Skittles .
The game, which is not as common in other parts of Ireland, remains increasingly
popular in Tipperary. The architectural plans of the military barracks featured a
skittles alley amongst other amenities. Artworks using the theme of skittles would
be a beneficial way to add a further layer of sporting heritage to the cultural fabric
of Tipperary town.
8. Links should be established between the other barracks throughout Ireland,
notably the Curragh, Cathal Brugha Barracks, Collins Barracks and others. This
national connection will allow for assistance and guidance when research or
development is being undertaken by any of the barracks. Being part of this
connection will assist in the promotion of the military heritage of Tipperary town.
9. Further research is required into the final days of the barracks. There are a number
of pieces of valuable information regarding how and when. However, there is a
wealth of information that is yet to be found and this would build greatly on what
is already documented on the event.

10. The final recommendation is that the topics covered in this report warrant further
exploration and research. The primary aim is to keep in contact with staff of the
British National Archives in Kew, in order to seek the digitisation of all material
relevant to Tipperary in the WO-78 catalogue which is not accessible to the Irish
public. Having these original documents would add a further contextual layer
which will build on the work that has already been undertaken, both in this report
and through the work of local historians and researchers from Tipperary town.
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It is envisaged that the recommendations will heighten and build upon the already important
works relating to Tipperary town, such as the Heritage Action Plan 2020-22. The
recommendations are feasible milestones which could be achieved, and which would add to
work being undertaken by passionate group members in the current climate. The
recommendations above have been informed by works and projects previously completed by
town residents. It is important now for locals to protect and to promote what is unique and
important to their area. Local studies have seen a revival in the past number of years and
Tipperary town and its people are now a growing part of this positive change.
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Appendices
Tensions Running High in Tipperary Town
This article from The Freemasons’ Journal on 4 March
1922 shows how severe the unrest was between British
power and the Irish during this period of Irish history.
This newspaper article of poor quality describes how the
departure of the Royal Irish Constabulary from the town
was met with a shooting near the outskirts of the town
which resulted in the passing of Head Constable Davis. In
this firefight, Constable Cummings of London and
Constable O Reilly, a driver from Clare were also
seriously wounded.
“It is stated that shots were fired by the police when
leaving their barracks on Thursday and they were later
called upon to halt by the I.R.A. Shots were exchanged
and eventually, the police were overpowered and taken
into custody. They were afterwards escorted to Limerick
Junction, where they entrained for Dublin”.
“A fortnight ago the Black and Tans had left the town and
some of the old police force had been drafted into the
barracks from the surrounding district. All told, the
garrison on Thursday numbered forty-four. Of these,
about forty left town by train without incident in the
earlier hours of the day, the entire force to congregate in
Dublin for subsequent disbandment”.

(The Freemasons’ Journal, Saturday 4 March 1922, p.5)
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The Burning of Tipperary Barracks and the Aftermath

(Illustrated London News – 12 August 1922)
As can be seen in the image, the charred remains of the complex were all that remained once
the Irregular Forces evacuated their position within the barracks after eighteen hours of
fighting. As was seen in the previously presented photographs, the ruinous shells of many
buildings on site remained in that state for the following decades.
The Illustrated London News covered in detail the scale of destruction brought upon the town
by the conflict between the Free State attackers and the Irregular Forces. The road bridge was
blown apart, ensuring all traffic had to enter and exit the town by wading through the stream
beneath. Moreover, a major employer in Tipperary town, Cleeve s Butter and Milk Factory
was also destroyed as were the pipes for the mains water supply. According to this article, at
this time, Tipperary was a trading town of about 5,000 people, with an emphasis on both the
dairy and agricultural industries. However, the article closed with the sombre imagery of
destruction brought about by political unrest.
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(Illustrated London News - 12 August 1922)
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